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WE ARE YOUNG LDN 
Based in Notting Hill London and
Caesar’s Palace Dubai, Young LDN is
disrupting the luxury beauty market and
redefining what beauty means for all
races, ages and generations.

Young LDN offers best-in-class
treatments from a team of creative and
passionate nail technicians and highly
trained aestheticians. We provide our
high-end clientele with a relaxed,
informal, and welcoming environment. 

Young LDN has been featured in a range
of publications including but not limited
to: Vogue, Forbes, Marie Claire & Elle.

Our extensive treatment menu covers a
range of nail treatments from simple
classic manicures and pedicures to
tailored deluxe treatments. We also have
a range of results-driven treatments to
treat a wide array of conditions from
teenage and adult acne to rosacea,
relaxing facials and advanced anti-ageing.



TREATMENT MENU
SKIN & BODY TREATMENTS FOR HIM & HER...

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

LIQUID COLLAGEN 24K GOLD
FACIAL 
A treatment fit for HRH Queen Elizabeth II. This relaxing,
rejuvenating, and restoring facial uses London’s best-kept
secrets. Forget feeling like a million bucks, this treatment will
have you literally ‘glowing like gold’. 

75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

ENGLISH ROSE OXYGEN FACIAL

Combining the powers of Intraceuticals oxygen therapy,
LED and rose water infusion, to plump, calm and hydrate
the skin. Perfect for thirsty, dry, or dull skins - gentle
enough for even the most sensitive of skins.

75 MINUTES

This refreshing facial incorporates gentle enzymes, soothing
facial techniques, Celluma  LED light therapy and cooling
therapy to leave even the most sensitive of skins calm,
hydrated and glowing.

 

AFTER BEACH FACIAL 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

®
We're so laser-focused on the skin on our faces and how to
keep it looking its smoothest and glowing that the other
90% of our skin takes a bit of a back seat. Unfortunately,
the most obvious casualty of our neglect is the skin on our
necks and décolletage. Don't let it just be your face that is
glowing!

NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

Pioneered in Beverly Hills and coveted by A-listers
globally, the famous 'Fire' and 'Ice' treatment from iS
Clinical  is scientifically formulated and designed to rapidly
and safely resurface the skin, reduce fine lines, address
problematic skin and encourage cellular renewal.

IS CLINICAL  FIRE & ICE 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

®

Our sister treatment to ‘Fire and Ice’ designed to revive
tired and congested skin. This powerful yet soothing use of
foaming enzyme masque system and pharmaceutical grade
product is the perfect combination and facial drink for
those looking for something powerful yet soothing. Please
note no alcohol is used in this treatment.

IS CLINICAL  CHAMPAGNE ON ICE 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

®

BESPOKE & SIGNATURE FACIALS...

Our raison d’etre and signature treatment, we are very
aware that there are multiple factors that cause acne to
break out. Subsequently, there is no universal approach to
treatment, spurring us on to tailor a truly bespoke skin
journey to successfully tackle even the most stubborn of
spots.

 

BESPOKE ACNE AND DEEP
CLEANSE

75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: 6

The best teen facial treatment around, this gentle
introduction to the world of daily skincare teaches all teens
aged between 12 and 18 how to properly cleanse pores
and care for your skin, leaving you with reduced blackheads
and fresh, hydrated, healthy skin. If you have moderate
acne or above, please choose our Bespoke Acne and Deep
Cleanse treatment instead.

 

YOUNG SIGNATURE FACIAL 60 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: 4

Our professional-grade full-body light system emits blue,
red, and Near-infrared wavelengths by promoting cellular
health. Designed to treat a variety of skin conditions such
as ageing, acne, psoriasis, and eczema. This relaxing LED
blanket may also be used to decrease inflammation and
increase micro-circulation to manage joint, arthritic, and
muscular pain. 

Available as an add on to any body massage.

LED FULL BODY 60 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

The ZO Stimulator Peel is the perfect “lunchtime” peel with
no downtime. This peel is made up of a combination of
potent active ingredients to exfoliate the skin while
stimulating the growth of collagen and elastin. This peel
will leave you re-energized, brighter, and wanting that
lunchtime glow every week

ZO  STIMULATOR PEEL 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

®

https://www.byrdie.com/how-to-brighten-your-complexion-3013535


TREATMENT MENU
INTRACEUTICALS COMBINATION MENU...

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

INTRACEUTICALS  REJUVENATE

The Intraceuticals Rejuvenate is described as "perhaps the
best beauty secret money can buy" when it comes to
treatments to target fine lines, wrinkles and enhance
overall hydration.

75 MINUTES
In just one treatment, your skin will look and feel clarified and
calm. Acne is diminished while oil-free nourishers ensure
moisture balance is maintained to help prevent future
breakouts.

INTRACEUTICALS  CLARITY 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

Reveal a more radiant you with botanical brighteners and
super concentrated Vitamin C to brighten and balance dull,
uneven skin tone. Pigmentation is minimised, leaving skin
luminous and toned.

INTRACEUTICALS  OPULENCE 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

This targeted treatment is the perfect, non-invasive
alternative. Instantly firm, lift and plump your skin for a
dramatically reduced appearance of fine lines and wrinkles.

INTRACEUTICALS  ATOXOLANE 75 MINUTES

Downtime: Minimal
Recommended no. treatments: N/A

® ®

®®



PRICE LIST

AESTHETICS

LIQUID COLLAGEN 24K GOLD FACIAL 

ENGLISH ROSE OXYGEN FACIAL

AFTER BEACH FACIAL

NECK AND DÉCOLLETAGE

IS CLINICAL  FIRE & ICE

IS CLINICAL  CHAMPAGNE ON ICE

ZO  STIMULATOR PEEL

LED FULL BODY TREATMENT

YOUNG SIGNATURE FACIAL
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ADD ONS
LED FULL BODY - CAN BE ADDED TO ANY
BODY MASSAGE

AED 850
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TREATMENT MENU
NAIL TREATMENTS FOR HIM & HER...
CLASSIC MANICURE
Our signature classic manicure includes cutting and filing the
nails to your desired length and shape and, delicate cuticle
work. After a reviving hand and arm massage, your nails will
be painted with a polish of your choice from our luxury range
of Gucci or Christian Louboutin polishes.

45 MINUTES CLASSIC GEL MANICURE
Our signature classic manicure includes cutting and filing
the nails to your desired length and shape and delicate
cuticle work. Gel polish is then applied for a long-lasting
shiny manicure, followed by a reviving hand and arm
massage.

Please remember to book gel removal if needed. 

60 MINUTES

Nails are cut and lightly filed. Cuticles are moisturised and
gently trimmed (if required). Little arms and hands are softly
massaged. This treatment is finished with a fabulous nail
colour of choice and the option of a bit of jazzy nail art to
make their fingers twinkle.

MINI ME MANICURE 
(FROM VERY SMALL TO 14 YEARS OLD)

45 MINUTES

®
An ancient Japanese buffing technique adds nutrients deep
into the nail bed to make them super healthy with a natural
shine. Perfect for those who want a natural healthy look
without polish. Our Japanese manicure includes cutting and
filing the nails to your desired length and shape with
delicate cuticle work, finished with a reviving hand and arm
massage. 

JAPANESE MANICURE FOR
HIM & HER

60 MINUTES

Our deluxe manicure includes cutting and filing the nails to
your desired length and shape, and delicate cuticle work. A
gentle scrub is followed by a moisture restoring mask with
hands placed in heated mittens for extra penetration and
an LED treatment to rejuvenate. The final step of this
luxurious treatment includes a massage with lymphatic
drainage before your nails are painted with a luxury polish
from Gucci or Christian Louboutin.

Please see add-ons for gel application and remember to
book a gel removal if needed.

DELUXE MANICURE 90 MINUTES

This treatment includes a cleansing scrub, hand and arm
massage and rejuvenating LED.

We recommend a course of treatments for optimum
results.

HAND AND ARM REJUVENATION
WITH CELLUMA LED

30 MINUTES

Our signature classic pedicure begins with a relaxing soak.
Nails are cut and filed to a comfortable length whilst cuticles
are gently removed. Heels are cleansed, smoothed and
scrubbed, followed by a half leg and foot massage. Finally,
choose a luxury polish from Gucci or Christian Louboutin to
finish your treatment.

CLASSIC PEDICURE 50 MINUTES
Our signature gel pedicure begins with a relaxing soak.
Nails are cut and filed to a comfortable length whilst
cuticles are gently removed. Heels are cleansed, smoothed
and scrubbed. Gel polish is applied for a long-lasting shiny
pedicure. This is followed by a sensuous scrub and finished
off with a half leg and foot massage.

Please remember to book gel removal if needed.

CLASSIC GEL PEDICURE  60 MINUTES

This special pedicure begins with a relaxing soak. Nails are
cut and filed to a comfortable length and cuticles are gently
removed (if required). Feet are cleaned and little feet and
legs are gently massaged. Finally, a fabulous nail colour is
applied for special twinkly toes.

MINI ME PEDICURE 
(FROM VERY SMALL TO 14 YEARS OLD)

45 MINUTES
Our signature Japanese pedicure is recommended for those
who want a natural healthy look and begins with a relaxing
soak. Nails are then cut and filed to a comfortable length.
Heels are cleansed and smoothed and scrubbed and
cuticles are gently removed. This is followed by an ancient
Japanese buffing technique that adds nutrients deep into
the nail bed to make them super healthy with a natural
shine. The treatment is completely by a half leg massage.

JAPANESE PEDICURE 60 MINUTES

Our deluxe pedicure begins with a relaxing soak. Nails are
cut and filed to a comfortable length whilst cuticles are
gently removed. Using our Medi-Pedi Footlogix range a
bespoke treatment (tailored to you) which pampers, softens
and rejuvenates. Feet are placed in heated booties to help
moisture penetration. This is followed by a lymphatic
drainage massage. The final step of this luxurious treatment
includes a massage with lymphatic drainage before your
toenails are painted with a luxury polish from Gucci or
Christian Louboutin.

Please see add-ons for gel application and remember to book
a gel removal if needed.

DELUXE PEDICURE 45 MINUTES



TREATMENT MENU
POOLSIDE TREATMENTS FOR HIM & HER...
POOLSIDE EXPRESS MANICURE 
This express manicure takes place while relaxing in the sun,
and includes cutting and filing the nails to your desired
length and shape. Your nails will then be painted with a
luxurious nail polish of your choice from Gucci or Christian
Louboutin. Suitable for him & her.

30 MINUTES POOLSIDE DRY PEDICURE
Want beautiful feet but don't want to miss out on vital
vitamin D? This dry pedicure includes cutting and filing the
nails to a comfortable length, followed by a half leg and
foot massage. Your nails will then be painted with a
luxurious nail polish of your choice from Gucci or Christian
Louboutin. Suitable for him & her.

40 MINUTES

Nails are cut and lightly filed. Little arms and hands are softly
massaged. This treatment is finished with a fabulous nail
colour of choice from Gucci or Christian Louboutin. Suitable
from very small to 14 years old.

POOLSIDE MINI MANICURE 
(FROM VERY SMALL TO 14 YEARS OLD)

30 MINUTES

FIND US LOCATED AT NEPTUNE POOL.



TREATMENT MENU
ADD-ONS

Gel colour is removed and buffed for smoother looking nail.
GEL REMOVAL  20 MINUTES

Application of a longer-lasting gel colour of your choice - added onto one of signature
manis or pedis.

GEL APPLICATION 15 MINUTES

FRENCH APPLICATION FOR GEL 15 MINUTES

Funky or classic delicate nail art of your choice.
CUSTOM NAIL ART  DEPENDENT ON DESIGN

A revolutionary nail strengthening keratin treatment. 
IBX STRENGTHENING TREATMENT 30 MINUTES

Is there a more classic or timeless look than a French Manicure? With multiple looks
achievable, from a classic pink and white french mani to bright and bold coloured french
tips, this is a look that suits everyone and is always on trend! 



PRICE LIST

ADD-ONS
GEL REMOVAL AED 100
GEL APPLICATION AED 100
FRENCH APPLICATION FOR GEL AED 100
CUSTOM NAIL ART AED 50 PER NAIL
IBX STRENGTHENING TREATMENT AED 110

NAILS BY

MANICURES
CLASSIC MANICURE AED 230
CLASSIC GEL MANICURE AED 330
MINI ME MANICURE AED 195
JAPANESE MANICURE AED 340
DELUXE MANICURE AED 380
HAND AND ARM REJUVENATION WITH CELLUMA LED AED 175

COURSE OF 3 AED 450 | COURSE OF 6 AED 875

PEDICURES
CLASSIC PEDICURE AED 290
CLASSIC GEL PEDICURE AED 390
MINI ME PEDICURE AED 210
JAPANESE PEDICURE AED 390
DELUXE PEDICURE AED 440

JUST FOR HIM
CLASSIC MANICURE AED 230
JAPANESE MANICURE AED 340
CLASSIC PEDICURE AED 290
JAPANESE PEDICURE AED 390
HAND AND ARM REJUVENATION WITH CELLUMA LED AED 175

COURSE OF 3 AED 450 | COURSE OF 6 AED 875

POOLSIDE (LOCATED AT NEPTUNE POOL)
POOLSIDE EXPRESS MANICURE AED 230
POOLSIDE DRY PEDICURE AED 290
POOLSIDE MINI MANICURE AED 195



FOR BOOKING AND ENQUIRIES, PLEASE CONTACT
QUA SPA: +971 (0)4 556 6666 OR DIAL SERVICE

ONE BUTTON ON YOUR ROOM PHONE.


